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WeDnesDay, 13 June 2018 

Aula Magna, babeş-bolyai university

15,00



Coffee break
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16,00

Aula Magna, babeş-bolyai university

16,15 opening Ceremony
„War hecatomb”

• Ioan Bolovan, Vice-rector of babes-bolyai university, Cluj-
Napoca, romania

• helena Da sIlva, NoVa university of lisbon, faculty of social
and human sciences, institute of Contemporary history, por-
tugal

plenary sessIon
Keynote speaker: professor lIvIu maIor

• alma hannIg, chrIsTopher Brennan, Austro-Hungarian Cultural
Elites and the Perception of 'Others' during and after the First
World War

• alIna BranDa, Gender, Family and War Narratives. Case Studies

16,30

Cocktail - Piramida Restaurant , (1 Em. de Martonne st.)18,30
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8,30

ThursDay, 14 June 2018 

Aula Ferdinand, institute of history
reInvenTIng FamIly conTInuITy 
aFTer a War hecaTomB

Chair: anToIneTTe Fauve-chamoux

• amy carney, Proactive Population Policies in the Nazi SS during
World War II

• caTherIne Dol, First World War Hecatomb Effects on Adoptive
Practices in France

• grazyna lIczBInska, Poznań Family before, during and after the
First World War: Changes in Marriage and Fertility Patterns

8,30

Francisc Pall Room, institute of history
IDenTITIes anD loyalTIes 
In TransylvanIa 

Chair: DIana covacI

• ana vIcTorIa sIma, The Manifold Identities of Ordinary Romani-
ans in Transylvania during World War I

• FlorIan DumITru soporan, Revolution, War and Restauration:
Identity, Loyalty and social developments in Eastern Europe (1848-
1856)

• georgeTa FoDor, marIa TăTar-Dan, From the Great War to Great
Romania. Identities on the Move in the Interwar Period

• clauDIa sepTImIa saBău, oana-ramona Ilovan, Identity Issues
and Coping Mechanisms in The Former Military Border District of
Năsăud, During World War I

• gaBrIel moIsa, Feminist Movement and Fashion in the Bihor
County of the 1920s:  Clues for a Change in Mentality

Coffee break 9,45
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10,00 reInvenTIng FamIly conTInuITy 
aFTer a War hecaTomB

Chair: anToIneTTe Fauve-chamoux

• paul gary, Strategies of Family Continuity after the Tragedy of
the Hundred-Years War in Saintonge Province

• Derya F. agIs, Ecofeminism and Family Continuity during the Lib-
eration War of Turkey from Internal and External Enemies: West-
ernization of Turkey after the Ottoman Empire in The Current
Turkish Series, Entitled “You Are My Country”

• marIus eppel, Empowering Family Continuity: Parish Priests'
Families Supporting the Bereaved and Memorializing the Dead
during the First World War in Transylvania

Aula Ferdinand, institute of history

10,00

Francisc Pall Room, institute of history
greaT War: 
Images, reFlecTIons, percepTIons

Chair: grażyna lIczBIńska

• marI Janke, Paths of Glory” or How the Great War Reshaped the
Notion of Art

• Ferenț IulIana marIa, The First World War as Seen in the Roman-
ian Inter-War Literature

• vlaD popovIcI, World War I and its Aftermath in Nowadays Ro-
manian On-line Environment

Coffee break 11,20
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11,30 War ImpacTs on healTh
Chair: helena Da sIlva

• grażyna lIczBIńska, zBIgnIeW czapla, Janusz pIonTek, roBerT

m. malIna, The Impact of WWII on Age at Menarche of Women
in Poland

• mIhaela meheDInTI-BeIean, The Queen of Nurses: Queen Marie's
Activity as a Nurse during World War I Reflected in the Transyl-
vanian Press

• valerIa sorosTIneanu, Sickness and Health in First World War. A
Case Study: Sibiu County

• helena Da sIlva, Tuberculosis among Portuguese soldiers and
veterans (1914-1944)

Aula Ferdinand, institute of history

11,30

Francisc Pall Room, institute of history
Through church anD school To naTIon

Chair: marIus eppel

• mIrela popa anDreI, Inter Arma Musae Non Silent. Romanian De-
nominational Schools in Transylvania under Siege, 1914-1918

• Ion cârJa, cecIlIa cârJa, Church and Nation. The Romanian Bi-
confessionalism in Transylvania and the Great Union

• IosIF marIn Balog, Ioan lumperDean, Economic and Financial Im-
plications of the First World War in Transylvania. Case Study: War
Loans

• lucIan Turcu, About Loyalism, Family, Morality and Faith to the
Transylvanian Romanians in the First World War

• marIa ghITTa, The Children of the War. A students’ struggle at Cluj
University (1922-1923)

lunch13,00
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14,00 DemographIc consequences 
oF The FIrsT WorlD War

Chair: elena crInela holom

• DanIela mârza, The Great War and the Children in Transylvania 
• IzaBela georgIana coroIan, The Impact of First World War on

Cause-Specific Mortality Trends in Rural Transylvania. Case Study
Mureș Valley

• voJTěch poJar, From “Biological” to “Sociological” Eugenics: The
Experience of Food Shortage and the Paradigm Shift in Czech Eu-
genics during the First World War, 1914-1918

• anasTasIos zograFos, The Orphans in Greece after a Decade of
War: Governement's Measures, Civilians' role, Hosting Institutions
and Children's Adaptation (1922-1925)

15,30 conFlIcTs, eFFecTs, consequences
Chair: DanIela mârza

• crIsTIan Bârsu, Aspects of the Sanitary Situation in Bessarabia,
Bukovina and Transylvania in 1918, Described by General Dr.
Nicolae Vicol

• mIhaI D. DrecIn, raluca lenarTh, The Retreat of Romanians
from Territory Occupied during the First World War. Case Study:
the Emigration of the Partenie Cosma Family to Italy (Autumn
1917 - Autumn 1919)

• ela cosma, the forgotten Wars of the romanians in 1848-1849
• alIna – oana smIgun, The End Of Innocence - A Change Of Per-

spective On Love, Sexuality and Morality - The First World War
catalyst

• mIhaI consTanTInescu, The Russian-Chechen Conflict. A Brief
Analysis Causes, Evolutions, Effects

Aula Ferdinand, institute of history

Coffee break 17,00
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17,15 Wars anD polITIcal ThoughT
Chair: Ioan Bolovan

• peDro TIago FerreIra, Realism and War: from Hobbes to Morgen-
thau (via Rousseau and Clausewitz)

• lönhárT Tamás, The Impact of War on Political Thinking: Reflec-
tions Regarding the Idea and Practice of Social Engineering After
1945

• João FreITas, “The Enemy is in Your Own Country” - The First
World War and the International Socialist Movement

• mIhaI sTelIan rusu, From Student Thugs to Legionary Martyrs:
The Sacralization of Violence in the Romanian Iron Guard"

18,30 enDnoTe speaker
• peTer TeIBenBacher, Austrian Demography 1900-1938: Transi-

tion, Civil Losses due to World War War I and Recovery until 1938

TrIp To alBa-IulIa – BucerDea vInoasă

FrIDay, 15 June 2018 
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aBsTracTs

Derya F. agIs

Ecofeminism and Family Continuity during the Liberation 
War of Turkey from Internal and External Enemies: 

Westernization of Turkey after the Ottoman Empire in the Current
Turkish Series, Entitled “You Are My Country”

this study will analyze the concept of family continuity in the current turkish series,
entitled “you are my country” (“Vatanim sensin” originally) (2016-today). the female
figures and their attempts to protect their daughters, sons, sisters, and brothers
will be analyzed. in the series, there is the figure of a mother called azize who tries
to protect turkey to be established by atatürk by hiding from her husband and
daughters who know that she is dead; she is the wife of general Cevdet, who works
for the greek army as a spy during the invasion of izmir by greece; they have two
daughters, one of whom is loved by a greek soldier, although she is a devoted pa-
triotic person, and she marries him secretly despite their religious differences. an-
other daughter gets married to a turkish spy. Various turkish children were hidden
in their home as demanded by a captured turkish lady who was forced to become
a cleaner. there are also mountain gangs where mothers and sisters join; there are
messenger children, criminal children, and orphan children devoted to the ideals
of atatürk, desiring to live in a new, free, and Westernized turkey. the turkish and
greek mothers, daughters, and sisters try to unify their families after each attack
in the series. thus, their efforts will be analyzed within the framework of “ecofem-
inism” as turkey is a land linguistically feminized in latin as “turquia” with a gender
ending -a. the ecological metaphorical spaces associated with the images of turk-
ish and greek women trying to preserve the family continuity during the liberation
war will be analyzed; such ecological spaces include the aegean sea, forests, and
roads of izmir, ankara, and salonica. moreover, ecological metaphorical objects
include flowers, trees, and foods, such as fruits and vegetables. illnesses, famines,
plunders, and forced migrations are the main reasons for the losses of some family
members; this study examines how these lost members get united through the
metaphorical uses of the environmental spaces important for women, who try to
keep the new turkey free from radical islamists and invader colonialists through
marriages, divorces, and remarriages in the 1920s within the framework of ecofem-
inism, a term coined by françoise d’eaubonne in 1974. 



IosIF marIn Balog, Ioan lumperDean

Economic and Financial Implications of the First World War 
in Transylvania. Case Study: War Loans

this presentation aims to outline some aspects of the economic and financial im-
plications of the first World War in the transleithanian part of the austro-hungarian
monarchy, the mechanisms and means by which this conflict has been financially
supported. We will look at how the war loans contributed financially to support
the needs of the front, how the population was called upon to support this effort,
and of course, the propaganda of the authorities in this regard.

if the budget for civilian spending could be assured from collecting taxes, the
financing of the war had to be secured in other ways. there were not many solu-
tions: exports that would provide sufficient resources were no longer possible in
the new situation; also, access to financing on the international capital market has
become virtually impossible under war conditions. as a result, the only viable so-
lution was the appeal to domestic loans that became a tool used by the state to
attract the financial resources needed to support the war effort from the popula-
tion and the banks. thus, following the example of germany, austro-hungary has
launched a well-organized campaign to contract loans in the domestic market at
every six months. in total, eight loans were made.

it was considered a patriotic duty of every citizen to support the cause of the
war, all these efforts being considered as part of a genuine “domestic front”, in
which, without exception, all citizens had to be engaged, according to their forces
and capabilities. at the end of the paper, a statistic of the value of these loans is
also presented.

helena Da sIlva

Tuberculosis among Portuguese soldiers and veterans (1914-1944)

several factors contributed to increase the number of soldiers affected by tuber-
culosis during World War i. the use of toxic gases, the permanence in the trenches
and the poor health conditions are some of the factors that led to the spread of
tuberculosis among troops. the portuguese army was not an exception and the
number of cases of tuberculosis was quite important. 

troops were sent to Northern france from January 1917 onwards, fighting
along the british troops in a climate considered hostile for the portuguese soldiers.
therefore, until march 1919 almost 3.000 men were declared unfit for duty due to
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tuberculosis (almost 5% of total effectives sent to france). to these numbers, we
must add those that fought in africa since 1914 and for which there are no official
statistics. tuberculosis was then a major health problem in portugal and the first
World War aggravated the situation. many men sent to war suffered already from
tuberculosis and their condition was worsened in the trenches. as it is not possible
to distinguish those that were already affected by tuberculosis before the war, we
decided to focus on what was done in favor of military and veterans unfit for duty
due to tuberculosis.

Due to the impact of tuberculosis in men unfit for duty, in october 1917 a Com-
mission was created to provide assistance to military and veterans suffering from
this disease. among the actions of this commission, they should analyze cases of
veterans, pay pensions, impose measures of prophylaxis, find a hospital or sana-
torium where these men could be treated or provide domiciliary treatments, just
to mention some. in this paper, we will analyze this Commission, how it evolved
in the aftermath of the first World War until 1944 and its actions in favor of war
veterans suffering from tuberculosis. by using a set of different sources from the
portuguese military archives we also hope to present some examples of assistance
to these veterans and their families. 

crIsTIan Bârsu

Aspects of the Sanitary Situation in Bessarabia, Bukovina and Transyl-
vania in 1918, Described by General Dr. Nicolae Vicol

in 1918, in the context of the first World War, the sanitary situation of the romanian
provinces bessarabia, bukovina and transylvania was precarious. the sanitary or-
ganization, the extent of morbidity and also of mortality varied widely from one
province to another. our paper aims to analyze the causes of morbidity and of
mortality among the civilian population of these provinces, as well as the sanitary
measures taken by the romanian authorities immediately after the great union.
our paper is based on the works written by general Dr. Nicolae Vicol (1861-1936).
he was a personality of both military and civilian medicine, who had important
leadership functions: chief of the sanitary service of the great general staff of the
romanian armed forces in the period 1916-1921, military general and civilian in-
spector of the sanitary service of bessarabia from 1918 to 1921 etc. 

in bessarabia, the ravages were made primordially by the epidemics of typhus
and of recurrent fever. they affected both military troops and civilians. We present
the causes of these epidemics and the variations indices of morbidity and mortality. 

for bukovina, the health situation was less problematic, especially for the civil-
ian population. hereinafter, we outline the measures taken by the general civil and
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military sanitary inspectorates for bessarabia and bukovina after the union with
romania. 

for transylvania, in terms of epidemics, the sanitary situation was much better
for the population, despite the diseases among the military troops on the Western
front of the allies. in this paper we present the advantages of anti-epidemic pro-
phylactic measures existing on the territory of transylvania, in parallel with the
curative measures taken in bessarabia and bukovina.

alIna BranDa

Gender, Family and War Narratives. Case Studies

my paper focuses on the meanings, goals and roles of war narratives in recon-
structing, revealing and sharing the war atmosphere in different rural sites of ro-
mania, trying to document what is still remembered, memorialized, archived and
already interpreted, with respect to the 1-st and 2-nd World Wars. i intend to ana-
lyze, in particular, the process of the narratives telling in the combatants’ family
context and various familiar environments (selecting rural sites/villages in my ap-
proach). 

how and why these narratives are relevant in the analysis of gender roles, func-
tions and meanings in the specific environments? (where the telling/narrating
process is consumed); how the gender roles had been constructed, internalized
and performed during the wars and afterwards?; what changes did the wars bring
in the gender roles, functions and meanings?; what specific impact did the wars
have on family, especially on the intergenerational relations?; how and why the
understandings of the family had been reshaped after such experiences? these
are all interrogations i am going to address in my paper, using the (unfortunately)
limited empirical materials available on the topic and also the previously published
texts as  sources of great help in the attempt to find appropriate answers and to
formulate proper understandings of all these derived issues. through these, i aim
at reconstructing, revealing and interpreting the ways those directly involved in
wars (the combatants) understood their involvement and understanding of wars,
producing various narratives on their experiences. meanwhile, i attempt to offer
an understanding of those experiences in the broader, family (and extended fam-
ily) and villages contexts, emphasizing their roles in producing particular social/
gender/ relations.
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Ion cârJa, cecIlIa cârJa

Church and Nation. The Romanian Biconfessionalism
in Transylvania and the Great Union

the aim of our paper is to point out the long-term premises of the 1918 union, some
of them identified in the religious life led by romanians from the austrian-hungarian
monarchy. prior to the political union of all romanians in a single state at the end of
the first World War, the romanians from transylvania were brought together
through the ecclesiastical institutions of both the orthodox and the greek-Catholic
Churches. all the romanians from austria-hungary, save the ones from bukovina,
were under the jurisdiction of the two romanian metropolitanates: the greek-
Catholic one, established in 1853, respectively the orthodox one, enacted in 1864.
the limits of the romanian ethnic bloc coincided with the borders of greater roma-
nia as they were drawn out in the peace treaties from 1919-1920, on the North, West
and south-West part. at the same time the ecclesiastical administration of the two
romanian Churches, from the local level (the parish) to the central one, significantly
contributed to creating democratic practices and procedures (dealing with current
problems, choosing representatives, handling the dialogue with the “other” – the al-
terity from their own ethnic perimeter) that have proven efficient and functional in
the autumn of 1918. the two Churches have thus achieved in their own particular
forms a partial union of the romanians living under foreign rule, in religious-confes-
sional frames, thus anticipating and preparing the complete union from 1918.

amy carney

Proactive Population Policies in the Nazi SS during Second World War

the first World War was demographically devastating for most of the belligerent
nations. millions of wartime deaths stripped these countries not only of their
youngest and most fit men, but their potential offspring as well. germany was
among the nations affected by this loss, and german eugenicists were all too aware
of the consequences resulting from it. their attempts to encourage the imperial
government to be proactive and to limit losses during the war had failed, yet these
physicians and scientists redoubled their efforts after the war to persuade the new
Weimar government to take the regulation of the health and well-being of its pop-
ulation seriously. they had been making some headway in the 1920s, but the real
catalyst for propelling population politics to the center of political life was the rise
to power of the Nazi party in 1933.
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the Nazi government implemented a wide range of positive and negative ini-
tiatives before and during the second World War that were designed to reshape
the population. in addition to government action, one branch of the Nazi party,
the ss, sought to be proactive in regulating the reproductive decisions of its mem-
bers. the purpose of this organizational oversight into the private lives of ss men
and their wives was part of a larger goal. ss leaders wanted to transform their or-
ganization into an elite family community that could serve as the racial aristocracy
of the third reich. they implemented numerous measures throughout the 1930s
to achieve this objective. 

ss leaders had no intention of letting the second World War impede their ef-
forts. they continued to advance the family community with the expectation that
the ss would have a leading role in postwar germany. among the measures im-
plemented during the war were decrees that sought to promote reproduction, es-
pecially the october 1939 procreation order and the august 1942 last sons order.
Vacation policies were amended, too, to favor married men and to provide them
with extra opportunities to rendezvous with their wives for the purpose of trying
to conceive. the aim of such commands and policies was to prevent a repeat of
the demographic decline that germany had experienced in the first World War
and, in doing so, to have the ss serve as a role model for the rest of the german
population. 

george mIhaI consTanTInescu

The Russian-Chechen Conflict: a Brief Analysis. 
Causes, Evolutions, Effects

at this moment, there are only few international conflicts that have the similar age
of the russian-Chechen conflict; in this regard, worthy of mention are the disputes
between the palestinians and the israelis or those between india and pakistan,
which, by the magnitude and their endurance, represent a special category in the
area of regional disparities with global impact. 

the present paper proposes it that by identifying, collecting, correlating and
interpreting data and information coming through primary and secondary sources,
to find a valid answer to the following research question: How did the Chechnya
wars affected the present actions of the Russian Federation Army? 

starting from this research question we can formulate the following hypothesis:
The wars in Chechnya have determined the improvement of the present strategic ac-
tions undertaking by the Russian Federation’s army.

there is no doubt when we assert that the precise drawing of the conflict
framework is an effective way through which the causes that contributed to
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the initiation and support of bloody events in the North Caucasus can be dis-
covered. 

Considering the complexity, extent and duration of the russian-Chechen wars,
we will include a careful breakdown of events with the purpose of outlining the
overall picture, which is extremely useful in any analysis, at the same time inserting
tools within the same section specific to such an enterprise, such as the conflict
curve or the conflict tree. 

always at the core of a dispute are personal or group interests, so it is useful to
display on the wall the most relevant actors, directly or indirectly involved in the
events of 1992-2009, so we will focus on this aspect, thus contributing to the ex-
tension of the analysis horizon. 

Chapters 5 and 6 will be reserved for outlining and describing the effects, re-
sults and conclusions that emerged from the previous analysis, thus being able to
complete the research of a precise aspect of the conflict between the russian fed-
eration and the local leaders in Chechnya. 

IzaBela georgIana coroIan

The Impact of First World War on Cause-Specific Mortality Trends in
Rural Transylvania. Case Study Mureș Valley

the first World War had repercussions on the social, economic and medical con-
ditions on the home front. one consequence was the increase in the transmission
of viruses. Diseases such as tuberculosis, dysentery, diarrhea, and typhus affect
mostly people with poor health conditions, deficient nutrition, poor medical care
and housing conditions, lack of clean water and so on. for example, at the end of
the first World War the spanish flu was responsible for the deaths of more than 50
million people across the world, thus being the greatest influenza pandemic ever
know to human kind.

in transylvania, at the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th

century, one of the most prominent infectious diseases was tuberculosis, followed
by pneumonia and diphtheria. the official information regarding the causes of
death between 1900-1910 reveal that tuberculosis still remains the main cause of
death in the first decade of the 20th century. other cause-of-death diseases were
diphtheria, dysentery and pneumonia. 

the aim of this study is to observe the impact of the first World War on the
home front regarding mortality and causes of deaths in rural transylvania. the area
under observations consists of 5 parishes in 5 villages from mureș Valley: 3 parishes
are reformed-Calvinists, one greek-Catholic and one orthodox. the observation
period is between 1900 and 1930 in order to analyze the situation before and after
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the war. the first aspect under consideration is the changes in the levels of mor-
tality in these communities. the research also focuses on epidemic diseases pres-
ent in these communities. in europe the impact of epidemic diseases such as
tuberculosis and dysentery has significantly diminished at the beginning of the
20th century. in order to observe if these villages from transylvania follow the same
pattern, we will trace the impact and intensity of epidemic diseases until 1930.
one of the research questions is if the epidemic diseases became more prominent
during the war because of the changes in social and medical conditions brought
by the military conflict. another question is if the spanish flu was present in these
small parishes and what was its impact. 

the sources consist of parish registers for these communities and on the cen-
suses from the late 19th century and early 20th century.  for a better observation of
the levels of mortality and epidemic diseases the period was segmented in three
periods, 1900-1913, 1914-1918, 1919-1930. moreover, the analysis on causes of
death will be correlated with the age-group distribution and seasonality of mor-
tality. the causes of death will be coded and classified according to the Interna-
tional Statistical Classification of diseases and related Health Problems, iCD-10.

ela cosma

The Forgotten Wars of the Romanians in 1848-1849

historiography has traditionally described the revolutions of 1848 in the romanian
lands especially as reflecting the programmes shaped by transylvanian, Wal-
lachian and moldavian revolutionaries. While russian historiography denies the
existence of a romanian 1848 revolution by itself, hungarian historiography calls
it a counter-revolution. meanwhile, insisting on the obvious programmatic unity
of the 1848 revolutions in all romanian territories (but constantly forgetting blind
spots like bessarabia, bukovina, serbian banat), our historiography paid almost no
attention to other main aspects. 

thus, the military component of the romanians’ revolutions was neglected,
because of either scientific reasons (e.g. the lack of preoccupation and a few edited
military documents) or non-scientific reasons (political correctness in hiding armed
conflicts, praising the peoples’ brotherhood after World War ii, sparing the sensi-
bilities of the mentioned historiographies).

even a classic one year war – the national defence war fought in the Western
Carpathians by avram iancu’s folk army legions between summer 1848 and sum-
mer 1849 – was undermined right after the joint habsburg-tsarist victory in august
1849, in order to turn down the justified claims of the real defenders, the romani-
ans, and to ensure the austrian restauration in transylvania. 
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Not complete is the description of military operations performed by the sec-
ond romanian border regiment in North transylvania, bukovina and maramureş;
less researched are the first border regiment in south transylvania and the banat
romanian border regiment.

as war casualties among the romanian civilians in transylvania and banat
reached tens of thousands during 1848-1849, present historians try to establish
mortality rate and demographical effects of the mid-19th century revolution and
war, including refugees and population displacements. 

in Wallachia, historiography admits small-sized war episodes, as gheorghe
magheru’s armed resistance in oltenia, or the Dealu spirii battle on 13 september
1848. We lack approaches tackling Wallachian peasant uprisings linked with the
activity of the revolutionary commissionnaries; riots of the urban population; mas-
sive russian penalties and arrests of romanian subjects; the romanian militia’s
partition after the russian-turkish occupation of the country (september 1848 –
september 1850).

in moldavia, the first romanian revolution started on 27 march 1848 and it was
followed by exemplary arrests enforced by local repression troops. as moldavia
also suffered russia’s first invasion (June 1848) and longest occupation (July 1848
– october 1850), inner opposition was apparently impossible, so historiography
focused on the outstanding emigration. 

Nevertheless new archive testimonies prove the romanian armed resistance
on moldavian soil, connected with the polish south legion’s organization, and un-
fold the planned romanian armed insurrection in moldavia (June-september
1848). tsarist sources denounced: the fight for independence and national unity
of the moldavians; their armed efforts aimed at removing the russians; arms traf-
ficking in moldavia; armed forces of mountain inhabitants and hunters concen-
trated in the Curvature Carpathians; the training camp in grozeşti (oituz); the
guerrilla fighters in the ploşniţa mountain beating off the Cossacks. in april-sep-
tember 1848 the highpoint of the romanian-polish military collaboration was the
south legion of the polish republic, sustained by romanian logistics and man-
power, with operational basis in grozeşti and military deployment in southern
moldavia and North-eastern Wallachia.

caTherIne Dol

First World War Hecatomb Effects on Adoptive Practices in France

adoption in france was rarely used before the first World War. During the war and
the post war years, adoptive practices changed. Which has been the part of the
war in this trend?
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i/ the number of adoptions had increased after the first World War. 
the Civil Code of 1804 had strictly limited adoption in france, allowing only

the adoption of adult persons. the number of adoptions which was more or less
one hundred every year during the 19th century, reached three hundred immedi-
ately after the war. in some cases, adoption had been used as a strategy to replace
missing sons who had died during the conflict, searching a family continuity. how-
ever, such situations remained exceptional. the major changes concerning adop-
tion are part of new practices regarding children, which could be observed before
the war and reflected evolutions on the long term.

ii/ a national adoption had been implemented to support the war effort.
iii/ after the war, the law regarding adoption changed.
iV/ the war had accelerated the evolution of adoption.
the war in connection with the national values and a global movement regard-

ing children had highlighted a positive approach of adoption.

mIhaI D. DrecIn, raluca lenarTh

The Retreat of Romanians from the Territory Occupied 
during The First World War. 

Case Study: the Emigration of the Partenie Cosma Family to Italy 
(Autumn 1917 - Autumn 1919)

this study was based on the unusual letters exchanged between hortensia Cosma-
goga and octavian goga, documents kept in the octavian goga fund within the
romanian academy library in bucharest, in the Department of manuscripts.

hortensia Cosma was one of the daughters of partenie Cosma, a lawyer, polit-
ical figure and the most longevous general director of the “albina” bank in sibiu
(1885 - 1915). she was the first wife of octavian goga, the poet and transylvanian
political figure.

in the spring of 1915, the Cosmas leave their villa in Căciulata-Călimănești, the
place where they were when WW1 erupted. starting with autumn 1916, they will
relocate to moldova, then to russia, Norway, england and france, finally settling
in italy, in autumn 1917.

hortensia gets a job as a nurse in a military hospital in milan, while her parents,
partenie and maria, were living in genoa. octavian goga was in paris at the time,
where he was militating for romania’s interests, as the great War was nearing its
end and peace treaties were beginning to be discussed.

their letters reveal interesting data regarding the situation of romanians in
italy, from romanian prisoners of the austro-hungarian army held captive in var-
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ious camps across the Northern part of the peninsula, to representatives of the in-
tellectual elite of the Kingdom of romania, who had fled the territories occupied
by the troops of the Central powers. the general atmosphere in these communi-
ties, the wide-spread diseases, poverty, internal conflict, their utter despondency
but also the glimmers of hope that brought them under constant tension - present
a lesser-known, dramatic side of the life of both the prisoner and political refugee,
during those years of war.

marIus eppel

Empowering Family Continuity: 
Parish Priests’ Families Supporting the Bereaved and Memorializing

the Dead during the First World War in Transylvania

throughout modernity, and well into the twentieth century, the parish priests in
composite states would play significant roles, which often extended beyond their
prescribed spiritual mission of shepherding their communities. especially in the
village milieu, the parish priests’ families were an important locus of decision-mak-
ing for the entire community, mediating between state authorities and individual
or various collective matters. the onset and unfolding of the first World War would
impress on the priests and their families a heightened sense of importance, fol-
lowing the breakdown of other structures of community support.

the present paper aims to examine the ways in which the parish priests and
their families (particularly their wives) became involved in the process of ensuring
‘family continuity’ during and after the first World War in transylvania. We argue
that, especially in the case of the orthodox and greek Catholic denominations,
whose adherents were disenfranchised politically, the parish priests and their fam-
ilies mobilized resources and support for men and women who had been bereaved
of spouses and children. priests and their wives, who centralized charitable enter-
prises and traditionally oversaw the fates of those less fortunate in their parishes,
attempted to find solutions to the damages wrought by the war in the minds and
households of their parishioners. moreover, they also ensured family continuity in
the sense of memorializing those who had fallen in battle from a particular com-
munity. how this played out in mixed ethnical and religious communities is also
worthy of examination, as a way of looking into inter-ethnical and inter-confes-
sional relations through the lens of competing family narratives.
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IulIana marIa Ferenț

The First World War as Seen in the Romanian Interwar Literature

the paper can be situated in the larger domain of the social history of the first World
War. the research shown here is meant to be a completion and a refreshment of
the knowledge we have about the war and its impact on the romanian society. the
purpose of the paper is to present, based on the romanian literature written after
the war, the social and psychological face of the war. the method used is text analy-
sis, intersected with historical and social information about the subject. 

among the main results of this research is pointing out a few problems that
have not been discussed thoroughly in the romanian space. We bring forward the
psychological problem of the soldiers that participated in the first World War – ro-
manian soldiers and soldiers from transylvania – and the conditions that described
the life on the front or in the occupied cities, as shown in the literature written after
the war.

the novelty we bring is, first of all, viewing the problem of the war from a dif-
ferent angle: the problem of the material life on the front has been discussed be-
fore, but not from a literary perspective. second of all, the psychological problem
of the war is one underdeveloped in romania. literature has another method of
presenting the landscape of the war; it has a more approachable text, a great angle
from which we can start a discussion and a debate about the social problem cre-
ated by the war and its effects. especially now, 100 years away from the event, we
should accept the ugly reality of the war and the mutilations it left in the romanian
society.

peDro TIago FerreIra

Realism and War: from Hobbes to Morgenthau 
(via Rousseau and Clausewitz)

the realist tradition in international relations is usually seen by its critics as an
amoral or immoral theory on how subjects of international law interact with one
another. hobbes, rousseau, Clausewitz and morgenthau are often cited as para-
digmatic examples of realists who either advocate that war is a legitimate instru-
ment of political action or is the inevitable result of the anarchical state of nature
in which sovereign states coexist in the international realm. Critics of this tradition
then normally jump from statements such as these to the conclusion that morality
is, for the realists, either irrelevant or subordinate to other interests derived from
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each state’s raison d’état. in any case, realism is taken as an undesirable philosophy
because it proscribes ethical values. it confines itself, or so its critics argue, to state
what is; it is therefore useless as a theory of what ought to be.

a defence of realism can be undertaken in either of two ways: most obviously,
theories of what happens in the world as a matter of fact are as legitimate as nor-
mative ethical theories, that is, theories of what ought to happen. in this sense, re-
alism is warranted in its amorality because it does not purport to be an ethical
theory (which incidentally acquits it from the charge of immorality). i believe, how-
ever, that to adopt this line of reasoning impoverishes realism, as there are good
reasons to believe that most authors habitually considered as “realist”, such as the
ones mentioned above, actually attempt to expound normative ethical theories
on how states should interact with one another. i propose therefore, in the com-
munication to come, to defend realism by arguing that hobbes, rousseau, Clause-
witz and morgenthau, beneath their sometimes caustic statements, offer ethical
arguments whose aim consists in providing a guide on how states should morally
deal with one another. 

this has, of course, an important impact on just war doctrine. if, unlike what is
usually admitted, the realist tradition provides a map for how states should morally
behave in international relations, then one must reach the conclusion that just war
doctrine should not be purely rational. political interests ought to carry some
weight when states’ representatives decide whether or not to wage war, and so
such decisions cannot, even from a moral point of view, ignore the political realities
of the world as we know it. that said, i hope to show that the realist tradition has
a real contribution to make to the issue of when armed conflict is morally admis-
sible, since realism does not ignore moral values; as a careful analysis of the writ-
ings of the realists here mentioned shows, realism incorporates moral values along
with other factors in determining how states should interact. i argue that there is
nothing to prevent us from considering war as a just instrument of political action
under certain circumstances, and this is the main message conveyed by realism
as applied to just war doctrine.  

João FreITas

“The Enemy is in Your Own Country” 
– The First World War and the International Socialist Movement

the first World War was a traumatic/defining moment in the history of mankind,
and the socialist movement was no exception. in the core essence of the ii inter-
national (1889-1916) War – in general – was regarded as the clearest possible il-
lustration of the violence and inhumanity inherent to the capitalist system.
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however, both of the largest socialist parties of europe (spD – german – and
sfio – french) approved the credits to fund the war efforts of their respective
countries, they precipitated the ii international in to a division, between pro-war
and anti-war sides.

the anti-war side organized three major meetings, or “peace Conferences” -
Zimmerwald (1915), Kienthal (1916) and stockholm (1917). in the first conference,
the ideological differences between the revolutionary socialists and reformists so-
cialists started to be unraveled. the “Zimmerwald left” - led essentially by lenin -
opposed openly to War and was the only socialist tendency that openly speak out
for internationalism and denounced the war´s imperialist character.

also, this coalition of socialist parties played an important role in the political
history of post-war europe. the ideological core of the Comintern (rosa luxem-
burg, lenin, Zinoviev, Karl radek, and so on) started their political exchange in the
Zimmerwald left, also the Zimmerwald Conference was one important “founding
mythos” of the ussr.

the war scarred the history of the socialist movement in a deep way, both ide-
ologically and politically. this communication aims to reveal the role played by
war in this schism in the international socialist movement and the further conse-
quences provoked by this ideological split.

georgeTa FoDor, marIa TăTar-Dan

From the Great War to Great Romania. Identities on the Move in the
Interwar Period

the present paper is intended as a follow up of the paper presented at the first
edition of the conference “War hecatomb: effects on health, demography, territory,
and modern thought (19th-21st centuries)” which addressed the issue of the im-
pact of the war on the romanian modern notions of masculinity and femininity.
the analysis started from two premises: first, that each society, according to the
context, elaborates an ideal human type and, the second that notions of masculin-
ity and femininity cannot be analyzed distinctively from one another as they con-
struct each other. in the 19th century the national project of transylvanian
romanians imagined a “prototype” of the good romanian man and woman. Dur-
ing the war these stereotypes continued to shape according to the imperatives of
the war. the present paper focuses on how these profiles shaped during the war
evolved in the interwar period, in the new context of great romania. 
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paul gary

Strategies of Family Continuity after the Tragedy of the Hundred
Years` War in Saintonge Province

the paper will explore the consequences of the hundred years War on the settle-
ment and families of saintonge province. the author is able to detect new families
which settlement will later contribute to the formation of a rural elite. they con-
structed strong family networks that would maintain their local power for gener-
ations. 

marIa ghITTa

The Children of the War. A students’ struggle at Cluj University 
(1922-1923)

“We are the childern of war” wrote N. banea, one of Corneliu Zelea Codreanu bi-
ographers and one of his contemporaries, using this observation to explain some
of Zelea Codreanu’s attitudes and reactions. this paper aims to analyze to what
extent the 1922-1923 riots from the university of Cluj can be understood as echoes
of the violence of the war, and to what degree were they influenced by the new
ideological programs.  

alma hannIg, chrIsTopher Brennan

Austro-Hungarian Cultural Elites and the Perception of “Others” 
during and after the First World War

our paper deals with the experiences and perceptions of “others” by austro-hun-
garian artists, literati and journalists during and after World War i. 

many were volunteers, while others were simply called up to serve in the army,
or worked for the “Kriegspressequartier” – the official organ for war propaganda.
some of the most prominent were oskar Kokoschka, egon schiele, maximilian
liebenwein, georg trakl, stefan Zweig, Joseph roth, albin egger-lienz, anton
Kolig, hugo von hofmannsthal, egon erwin Kisch, franz Werfel and alice schalek
– all of them, as well as many others, reported from different fronts, wrote, drew
sketches, painted or took photographs. they were often confronted with peoples,
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regions, cultures and customs entirely alien to them. many of those deployed in
galicia in particular experienced these territories and landscapes, their multina-
tional, multiethnic and multiconfessional population, for the first time. What ex-
pectations and preconceptions did they have, and how did these ultimately
correspond to what they saw?

in their records, they often mention “very poor and dirty Jews”, “russian lazy-
bones”, disloyal and cowardly poles. those on the italian and serbian fronts fre-
quently reported on the strangeness of the culture and people they encountered.
they not only saw but also talked to refugees, spies and traitors, who aroused their
interest, but at the same time elicited pity or disgust.

We wish to examine how these artists, journalists and literati – who usually be-
longed to the bourgeoisie and the well-educated middle classes, and were a part
of the cultural elite – handled these experiences and more generally the brutality
of war and its aftermath, which deeply disturbed and shocked them. acquaintance
with wanton brutality, pillage, death, rape, destruction, executions, severe war in-
juries and appalling medical care could not fail to affect them, either at the time
or after the end of the conflict. many of them made notes or painted in order to
capture these experiences. for example, egon schiele was assigned to guard a
poW camp and tried to communicate with the russian prisoners, as well as paint-
ing them. but what image of the russians did he convey, and was there a difference
between his private sketches and the pictures shown in official exhibitions? how
did all these wartime experiences influence the attitudes of artists, writers and
journalists? how were these reflected in their post-war works? and perhaps most
importantly: what “picture” of the war did they reveal in their creations, which were
published and exhibited, and thus influenced public perceptions in the wartime
hinterland and later in peacetime? thus, our presentation provides a link between
the two levels of military conflicts: battlefront and “home front”, while also reaching
into the chaos and trauma of the postwar period.

our paper is a result of two independent sets of research: alma hannig exam-
ined the fine arts and Christopher brennan literature and journalism. both of us
have long focused on austro-hungarian politics and diplomacy in our work, and
have also published studies on public opinion, memory and commemoration, con-
ception of history and historiography. here, we have analysed epistolary corre-
spondence, diaries and memoirs, private records and published articles, as well as
pictures, drawings and sketches – including previously inaccessible sources. While
the experiences of ordinary soldiers and officers on different fronts and their in-
teraction with the “other” have been increasingly examined in recent years, the
artists, writers and journalists, especially those from austria-hungary, have been
largely ignored. 
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marI Janke

“Paths of Glory” or How the Great War Reshaped the Notion of Art

the times of war are abrupt moments in the history of mankind, in which the rup-
ture faced by society is not only related to the material, tangible reality, but also
to the configuration of the thought and the way the new reality is perceived. so-
ciety is formed by individuals that grow within a sociocultural context, in a con-
tinuous process of creating meanings and using signs to communicate with the
environment (Vygotsky, 1978) and, when a rupture happens, it drastically disrupts
the life and routine of individuals, placing challenges for the perceived identity
and reality.

the great War that rose on the horizon in 1914 brought a modern approach to
arts, where the artists were shocked and free enough to rethink the way art was
being produced, creating new styles and techniques. according to malvern, “al-
most all avant-garde artists welcomed the war as the culmination of radical cam-
paigns for an overhaul of society and the advent of a new modernity”, making
possible the emergence of modern art movements such as impressionism, post-
impressionism, futurism, Dadaism, Cubism and Vorticism.

the effects of the great War could be seen across a variety of fields within the
arts, particularly in visual arts, propaganda and literature. the artists that emerged
during the war years, such as otto Dix, george grosz, John heartfield, John Nash,
CrW Nevinson – just to list a few –, created their own painting styles, with rough
and harsh strokes that expressed the brutality of the war in opposition to previous
epic and heroic depictions. the representatives of the modern war art had in com-
mon a savage and violent approach on the lines, angles and colors used in the
paintings, emphasizing the impact of a brutal conflict on a society that had never
faced the trauma of a total war.

the goal of this presentation is to bring to the public eye a subject that is not
regularly discussed when it comes to the analysis of the great War and its effects
on the modern thought. the art is effectively an essential topic that urges to be
considered as a vital manifestation of the human spirit and a means that the indi-
viduals use to communicate with the environment and, most importantly, with
themselves.
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grażyna lIczBIńska

Poznań Family before, during and after the First World War: Changes
in Marriage and Fertility Patterns

During World War i poland did not exist as an independent state. When World War
i started, polish territory was partitioned between austria, german empire and
russia. in the aftermath of the war in 1918 poland became an independent coun-
try. the aim of this paper is to present changes in marriage and fertility patterns
among poznań families during and after the first World War. the study uses a
unique material, i.e. domicile files from the municipal records of poznań residents,
from which 650 histories of randomly selected families were extracted. it was as-
sumed that WWi and post-war situation influenced marriage and fertility of poznań
inhabitants coming from various religious and social groups. since in historical
populations the moment of wedding was linked to family formation, the sample
was divided into two groups by the year of matrimony connected with the period
of WWi (group one included marriages contracted to the end of 1913 and group
two included marriages contracted during and after WWi). the following values
were calculated: the differences between average ages at first marriage, at giving
birth to the first and the second child, as well as the differences between protoge-
netic and first intergenetic intervals. the differences between the above variables
describing fertility were assessed with aNoVa (p<0.01). 

main results concerning strategies of family formation and fertility patterns in
poznan before and after 1914 will be presented, stressing differences between
Catholics and lutherians and differences according to social backgrounds. 

grażyna lIczBIńska, zBIgnIeW czapla,
Janusz pIonTek, roBerT m. malIna

The Impact of Second World War on Age at Menarche 
of Women in Poland

Conditions in poland during WWii exposed the population to chronic food depri-
vation and poor nutritional quality, poor hygiene and increased prevalence of dis-
ease, and extreme stress associated with the war per se, loss of family members,
devastation and loss of property and anxiety about the future. Conditions associ-
ated with the war impacted quality of life and also biological characteristics of the
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population, including height, weight, ages at menarche and menopause, birth
weight, among others. 

this presentation considers age at menarche and body size (height, weight) of
university students born before, during and after WWii. subjects were 518 univer-
sity students born in 1931 through 1951 who were surveyed between 1955 and
1972. the sample was divided into three birth cohorts: during WWii (n = 247), and
for comparison before (n = 237) and after it (n = 34). the body mass index
(weight/height2, bmi) was calculated. information on father’s level of education
was used an indicator of family economic status.  

age at menarche was compared among birth cohorts, and also by weight sta-
tus (bmi, Who criteria) and father’s level of education. age at menarche differed
significantly among birth cohorts (p<0.05); it increased slightly but significantly
(<0.05) among women born during WWii (14.4 ± 1.3 years) compared to those
born before (14.2 ± 1.3 years) and after (13.9 ± 1.3 years) the war. the difference
between students born after and during the war approached significance (p=0.07).
height also differed significantly among birth cohorts (p<0.001). students born
before the war were significantly taller than students born during the war
(p<0.001). Weight and the bmi did not differ by birth cohort. 

adjusting for year of birth and age of the student, age at menarche was signif-
icantly earlier in overweight (13.42 ± 0.35 years) than in normal weight (14.33 ±
0.06 years) and thin (14.54 ± 0.21 years) women. father’s level of education was
significantly correlated with weight status (rho = -0.14, p<0.001) and also with age
at menarche (rho = -0.21, p<0.001); as such, it was a potential confounded. results
of an analysis of covariance with year of birth and age of the student at the time
of study as covariates indicated a significant effect of young adult weight status
(f=3.71, p=0.05), but a non-significant effect of father’s level of education (f=0.50)
on age at menarche. mean age at menarche, adjusted for the covariates, was sig-
nificantly earlier (p<0.05) in the small sample of overweight students (13.42 ± 0.35
years) than in normal weight (14.33 ± 0.06 years) and thin (14.54 ± 0.21 years) stu-
dents; ages at menarche did not differ between the latter. adjusted ages at menar-
che also declined with increasing level of father’s education: primary or no
education 14.29 ± 0.28 years, vocational 14.18 ± 0.29 years, secondary 14.03 ± 0.28
years, and higher 13.86 ± 0.26 years.

though interesting, the results must be considered in the context of the con-
ditions into which the students were born and subsequently reared. poland was
re-established as a political entity in November 1918 from lands occupied for the
preceding 120 years by russia, prussia and austria. Not quite one generation later,
WWii devastated the country, followed by a long recovery process.
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lönharT Tamás

The Impact of War on Political Thinking: 
Reflections Regarding the Idea and Practice of Social Engineering

the idea of War as Revolution is well settled in the historiography of both World
Wars. the impact of war at an unprecedented scale had revolutionized the ideas
concerning society, the organizing of economy, and the role of government in pro-
jecting and directly implementing a politically defined paradigm of future realities. 

the contemporary elites, as competing for resources, while projecting its own
perspective on society and state, were also under the impact of the long period
of war: their ideals and new patterns of social engineering, as well as their self-de-
fined role, and the projected techniques of implementing their ideals were partly
restructured as a result of the wartime and immediate post-war realities – including
rationalizing, civil war and post-war reconstruction plans.

after 1918, as well as after 1945 the idea of social engineering and the role of
state in projecting the re-organizing of society – at a closer and comparative analy-
sis – led us to the belief that in the Western world and the soviet union controlled
part of our continent the times were defined by new patterns of social engineering
policies, which we are to present in this presentation at a conference dedicated to
the impact of War on the World as known by the generations following WWi. our
presentation focuses mainly on the reality of post-World War realities as under-
stood and instrumented by political elites for putting in act their projection on
state - society relations, resulting an utterly different scenery as compared to tra-
ditional european political thinking. 

DanIela mârza

The Great War and the Children in Transylvania

for the most part of the great War, transylvania was not a theater of war, except for
a brief period, in august-october 1916, during the romanian offensive. however,
the province, as part of hungary, was deeply affected by war-related material dep-
rivation. the civilian population suffered from the dramatic rise in prices of food and
commodites, from diseases and epidemics; many families were deeply affected by
the departure of their men to the front, by the overall decline in living conditions.

Within this context, this paper aims to present the situation of children, a vul-
nerable social category especially during times of great crisis. the following issues
will be addressed: glimpses of the daily life of children during the war, their strug-
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gle to cope with an event of such magnitude, as well as the demographics - num-
ber of births, mortality split by age groups and cause of death, infant mortality.
the data from the years before the war will also be considered, for a comparative
analysis of the demographic impact of this conflagration on children. unfortu-
nately, there is no statistical data for the post-war years. the article is based on
sources such as official statistics, memoirs, newspapers.

mIhaela meheDInțI-BeIean

The Queen of Nurses: Queen Marie’s Activity as a Nurse during World
War I Reflected in the Transylvanian Press

World War i brought about unprecedented strains on the health systems of all the
belligerent countries. before its outbreak no one could have predicted the total
number of casualties or of traumatized soldiers. under these circumstances, civilian
involvement in the war effort became especially important and the role of women
in what regards tending the wounded cannot be overestimated. in fact, all societal
layers were forced to collaborate and thus even crowned heads often found them-
selves by the soldiers’ hospital beds.

Queen marie’s activity as a nurse during the conflagration was extremely visible
and was widely documented both by propagandistic writings and by other types
of contemporary texts. her journal also represents a veritable gold mine in terms
of factual data concerning the time spent at the bedside of injured soldiers and of
victims of the typhus pandemic that struck romania in the winter of 1916-1917.
therefore, this paper’s aim is not to reinforce well-known clichés, but to bring to
light a new, so far underresearched perspective on the topic, namely that of the
echo of Queen marie’s actions throughout transylvania. this standpoint is espe-
cially relevant when considering that World War i meant the embodiment of ro-
manians’ ”centuries-old dream” of uniting within the borders of a single national
state and thus the manner in which the queen was perceived in the province that
motivated romania’s entry into the war deserves a particular interest.

the events’ unfoldment determined a specific pattern of the transylvanian cov-
erage of the actions of the romanian royal family, a pattern that is easily discernible
when referring to the pieces of information regarding Queen marie’s activity as a
nurse. Whilst romania remained neutral (1914-1916), Queen marie was mostly de-
picted in a positive light, particularly given that romania could have become the
ally of the austro-hungarian monarchy. moreover, during this period transylvanian
periodicals even included some references to her activity as a nurse during the
balkan Wars. after romania entered the war and until the end of the conflict (1916-
1918), the number and tone of articles about Queen marie vary and whilst some of
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them mention that she had transformed her palace into a hospital, others do not
fail to assert that the trials and tribulations romania was undergoing were well-de-
served for betraying its neighbour, an empire that housed fellow nationals.

however, this periodization could not have been complete without including
the year of the paris peace Conference (1919), because the vast majority of articles
about the romanian sovereign’s activity as a nurse published in transylvania ap-
peared in 1919. evidently, after the great union transylvanian journalists could freely
express their admiration for their new rulers and probably even felt compelled to in-
form their readers about the great deeds accomplished by Queen marie during the
preceding years. Within this general framework, the present paper qualitatively and
quantitatively analyses the relevant articles published by transylvanian periodicals
in order to extract the queen’s image as a nurse and caregiver, whilst also making
good use of her most colourful and vivid portrayals in the red Cross uniform.

gaBrIel moIsa

Feminist Movement and Fashion in the Bihor County of the 1920s: 
Clues for a Change in Mentality

the society of bihor County underwent major changes after World War i. these
were noticeable especially in the urban area; however, rural life was also impacted.
the world became modern and all its consequences were perceived equally as
positive and negative. the 1920s surprize their observers more than the years of
the following decade, as later the people has already become used to the changes.
the most receptive ones to the new were those of the high society, who adopted
quicker the spirit of the change. their behaviour changed, mainly due to the eco-
nomic situation of those belonging to the high life, who started to dress according
to the latest fashion.

the interwar period marked the beginning of the process of re-sizing the world,
namely the shortening of distances between continents, through access to infor-
mation. events taking place in the united states reached oradea very fast and the
other way around. bihor County residents thus found out about the latest fashion
trends. some were adopted by the local aristocracy. the women were the most re-
ceptive to this phenomenon, including here the process of emancipation. access-
ing the latest fashion elements represented one of the sheerest signs of the
beginning of a feminist movement and of the change in mentality.
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voJTěch poJar

From “Biological” to “Sociological” Eugenics: 
The Experience of Food Shortage and the Paradigm Shift 
in Czech Eugenics during the First World War, 1914-1918

During the first World War, large sections of bohemia’s urban population were af-
fected by food shortages, and consequently, experienced starvation. this issue
was soon picked up by experts who emerged during the war as major actors in-
tervening in the truncated public sphere. my presentation focuses on one group
of these experts – the eugenicists. i analyze their early debates in which they ne-
gotiated the identity of their discipline and focus particularly on their attempts to
popularize their emerging discipline by addressing the burning issue of food short-
age. in doing so, i point to the discontinuities in the history of Czech eugenics.
placing particular emphasis on the key dispute about the Neo-lamarckian and
mendelian theories of heredity, i argue here that these debates co-created the per-
ceived wartime biopolitical challenges, such as population decline and the alleged
degeneration of the starving population, and were, in turn, restructured by the re-
sponse to them. in my presentation i explain how, by enabling the eugenic experts
to forge coalitions with various social groups, the newly formulated project of “so-
ciological eugenics” emphasizing a theory of soft heredity, deliberate reform of
the environment, and an alliance with civic organizations, mobilized public sup-
port for the discipline and dominated the scientific field, while marginalizing the
promoters of hard inheritance and negative eugenic measures. aiming at the bet-
terment of starving bodies through a deliberate change of the environment, “so-
ciological eugenics” thus emerged by the end of the war as a key body of
knowledge informing the distribution of food in prague driven by local private ini-
tiatives and as a tool of anti-imperial contestation.

mIrela popa-anDreI

Inter arma musae non silent. Romanian Denominational Schools in
Transylvania under Siege 1914-1918

in those troubled times, one of the major stakes of the romanian society was to
maintain schools and the denominational education system in a functional state.
a serious problem that affected romanian confessional education was that of the
teaching staff, whose numbers had considerably subsided even before the war
and were further depleted by the massive enrolments of the romanian teachers. 
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What is important is that although many teachers were recruited and deployed
on the front, although school attendance decreased and the buildings of some
schools were destroyed, education continued and confessional schools survived
the difficult times of the war. this was possible through the mobilization of all the
social categories remaining at home, from the village elites to the ordinary people,
including the most vulnerable demographic groups: women, the elderly and chil-
dren. parish priests and retired instructors substituted for the teachers who had
enrolled in the army, ensuring thus the continuity of the teaching process. more-
over, the civilian population made enormous material and logistical efforts to sup-
port the school institution.

vlaD popovIcI

World War I and Its Aftermath in Nowadays Romanian 
Online Environment

my presentation aims to analyze how World War i and its aftermath (in general)
and the events from 1 December 1918 (in particular) are being presented and de-
bated upon in the romanian language on-line environment. given the fact that
the internet has become the main source of information for younger generations,
but also for the media, and Wikipedia and various discussion forums are regarded
as major reference tools, it is important for the historian, in his capacity of social
pedagogue, to be aware of and critically receive information related to his field of
expertise, that is exposed online, even more so when it comes to major historical
and symbolic events. the lists of delegates with credentials at the grand National
assembly in alba iulia represent, from this point of view, an excellent case study
because it highlights both the positive dimension of the work of contributors and
opinion-builders in the virtual space, as well as the inherent limitations generated
by the specifics of their education and training, and the dangers that open up
when these limits are reached. in the centennial year, one of the priorities of the
historians, as a body of specialists, is to offer the most accurate picture of the major
historical events that led to the formation of modern romania, including in these
approaches the analysis and correction of the materials circulating in the virtual
environment, whose inaccuracies can give rise to unnecessary and pernicious
polemics, which must be avoided by the appeal to the rigor and the hermeneutical
traditions specific to the guild.
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mIhaI sTelIan rusu

From Student Thugs to Legionary Martyrs: The Sacralization of Vio-
lence in the Romanian Iron Guard

the treaty of Versailles finally brought the hostilities to an official end, but it could
not thwart the enduring consequences unleashed by the great War. one of these
legacies which shaped postwar societies and set the ground for the sprouting of
fascist movements was the brutalization effect brought about by the war experi-
ence. throughout the european continent, extremist ideologies emerged that fed
themselves on the brutalization of postwar societies. in romania, it was not the
combatants returned from the front who were the agents of political violence. bru-
talized by proxy were the university students who did not experience the war at
first hand, but whose worldview and political praxis were nevertheless shaped by
it. romania miraculously emerged at the end of the war with its population and
territory doubled in volume and size. however, an acute feeling of a “mutilated vic-
tory” took seize of romanians’ postwar collective consciousness, due to a wide per-
ception of discrimination within their own country against ethnic minorities
(especially Jews and magyars). this resentment erupted violently in universities,
which became sites of ethnic struggle and laboratories of political radicalization.
at the university of Jassy, a young thug by the name of Corneliu Zelea Codreanu
was organizing students to violently counter what he perceived as the bolsheviza-
tion and Jewification of greater romania. at the same time, at the university of
Cluj, the “cadaver affair” – the scandal sparked over the Jewish medical students’
refusal to dissect a Jewish corpse – escalated into a spiral of violence that led to
the students’ “generation of 1922” out of which the legion of archangel michael
will eventually emerge in 1927. against this historical background, this study ex-
amines the sacralization of violence which reached its peak in the legionary move-
ment, but whose roots are to be found within the students’ movement during the
early 1920s. it looks at the emergence of a repertoire of violence means of contes-
tation employed by the anti-semitic ultranationalist students’ movement of the
1920s and how these evolved within the legionary movement. as such, the study
traces the red thread of violence spanning from the students’ anti-semitic hooli-
ganism to what we suggest calling “archangelic martyrdom” (e.g., the “Nicadors”
who assassinated prime-minister Duca in 1933, sentenced for life, and hailed in
the movement’s writings as exemplars of “white martyrdom”). We identify five main
strategies employed to justify violent deeds that make up what we call a political
“theodicy of violence”: a) the sacralization of violence as self-sacrifice; b) inverting
the relationship between the assaulter and victim; c) blaming the victim; d) invert-
ing the relationship between the judged and the judges; e) the moralization of
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crime. in the end, the study argues that the sacralization of violence performed by
the legionnaires was made possible by the movements’ particular ideology of “tha-
natic ultranationalism” and was upheld by its powerful cult of self-sacrifice and
heroic martyrdom. 

clauDIa sepTImIa saBău, 
oana-ramona Ilovan

Identity Issues and Coping Mechanisms in the Former Military Border
District of Năsăud, during the First World War

our research is an exploratory study on perceptions, a subjective exercise of
analysing and interpreting people’s written “discourses”, while facing the crisis gen-
erated by WWi.

Considering WWi as a landmark in the way people perceived diverse practices
in their lives, we focused our research on the communities of the former military
border District of Năsăud. our research challenge was to identify – depending on
the sources we had – what kind of feelings developed, experienced and displayed
these communities, through individuals and families, during WWi, taking into ac-
count the fact that they had been part of a militarised area. in order to explore
these, we searched for answers to the following research questions: how did these
people of the former military border District of Năsăud relate to the emperor? how
did they relate to the war? how did they justify their fight? for whom did they de-
clare their loyalty and was this important during wartime? Whom did they consider
responsible for the war? how did they perceive the enemy/the combatant/the
other during wartime? Can one identify a military border District mentality in peo-
ple’s ways and practices of coping with this crisis?

to answer these questions, we searched for and used edited and inedited
sources from the state archives in bistrița: letters, versified letters, and diaries. then,
we employed the method of discourse analysis on two levels: (a) what the battle-
front meant for the soldiers originating from this area and (b) the way they related
to the home front. in addition, we explored in similar printed and archival sources
the perceptions on the battlefront and on the home front/on their community of
those who remained home, far from the warzone. to sum up, we investigated sol-
diers’ and their families’ insights while facing the crisis generated by WWi in the
former military border District of Năsăud. results showed the intricate identity
building process and its impact during the WWi individual and community crisis.
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alIna - oana smIgun

The End of Innocence - A Change of Perspective on Love, Sexuality and
Morality - The First World War Catalyst

first World War disrupted all known political and social order throughout the world,
not only in belligerent countries. it brought change to all life aspects, including to
the family life and its apparently unbreakable rules for erotic interaction between
the parties, based on morality and Christian values. the brutality of war, the loss of
hope for living another day, the atrocities that made people doubt the very existence
of god, a heretical thought unthinkable before the War, led to a discontinuity in the
respect for moral principles as they used to be taught and applied in La Belle Époque.
from literature to simply explicit postcards, a change can be easily perceived. how-
ever, we must not jump to conclusions, since there are significant differences be-
tween Western and eastern countries and also between rural and urban areas,
regarding the perception of morality and the willingness to abandon the rules.

Women take their part in the war effort and their new position as nurses will
bring them in contact with men and, to be more precisely, with the male body in
ways unimaginable before. Disapproved by many, since they believe it can lead
(as it did, in some cases) to promiscuity, this new type of interaction sometimes
opens the way to marriage proposals and founding new families. after all, in the
postwar society, with entire generations of men being swept off the face of the
earth, most women did not have a lot of choices.

families are at stake during the war and even after the peace is reinstalled, since
the spouses are often separated by distance in both space and time. the question
of fidelity comes to mind, on both sides. on the home front and in the trenches,
loneliness and need of help and comfort can sometimes be overwhelming and
difficult to ignore. Women at home, in occupied areas, are subjected to all the harsh
and burdensome rule of the enemy. Deprived of their belongings, forced to work,
deported, raped or even killed, women are the first victims of the occupation. the
question of guilt and of dealing with the shame or even the possible offspring of
the enemy leads to tragedies, according to eyewitnesses, especially in rural occu-
pied romania. a weapon that will still be used, unfortunately, in conflicts closer to
the present day, as the war in yugoslavia.

on the other hand, men being long separated from their wives, are subjected
to affective and sexual frustration, exacerbated by the violence they encountered
on the front. for the emotional issues, some indulge themselves in the occasional
flirting with a nurse, or believe the writing to a wife or fiancée waiting for them at
home can be sufficient. for others, it may be reason to desert or to inflict self-mu-
tilation in the hope that they will return home sooner.
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some find the cure for this excruciating loneliness in exchanging letters with
his “marraine de guerre”, as it is in the french case. for the physical needs, the sto-
ries of war brothels have gained a legendary reputation, as soldiers will inevitably
seek relief in the arms of prostitutes.

lectures and leaflets against the worrying spreading of sexually transmitted
diseases make prove of the importance given to the problem. further controversial
measures were taken by the french officials, willing to keep their troops moral
high spirited and to limit as possible the venereal disease spreading. besides the
question of morality and hygiene, reasons to limit or control the “professionnelles”
are linked to the endemic “espionitte” - as every woman can be a spy for the enemy,
out of revenge, patriotism or even greed.

all things considered, the decline in morality caused by the first World War will
have a great impact on the years to follow, in all life aspects: from the almost im-
possible reintegration in the society of the anciens combatants, to the early eman-
cipation of women who will cut they hair and their dresses and raise their recently
discovered voice. shaken to the core by the atrocities of war, the post-war society
will live like there is no tomorrow, pushing itself to the decadent roaring twenties,
to the economic crisis and to the next war.

valerIa soroşTIneanu

Sickness and Health in First World War. A Case Study: Sibiu County

as World War i continued, the lists with dead, wounded, lost people or prisoners
became part of the everyday life for civilians. sickness and epidemics deepened
the hardships of both the military and the families beyond the frontlines, especially
for those with family members on the front. Cholera, tuberculosis, the spanish flu,
and typhus made a lot of victims, offering a macabre image of the second front. 
this study presents the reactions of civil and military authorities to fight the epi-
demics within the sibiu County. the population of this transylvanian county un-
derstood both the war and the epidemics in the same way, as a punishment for
human sins. the study takes into account the solutions implemented in the city of
sibiu, with a developed sanitary administration in local and military hospitals and
compares them with those from the rest of the county, especially in the rural area,
where lack of food and doctors were responsible for many human losses. 
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ana vIcTorIa sIma

The Manifold Identities of Ordinary Romanians in Transylvania during
the First World War

this study aims to address the phenomenon of manifold identities that could be
encountered amongst ordinary romanians in transylvania during World War i. the
research is based on war literature and on the letters of the romanian transylvan-
ian soldiers: 40,000 of these letters have been preserved in the National archives,
Cluj County service. as a component part of the austro-hungarian monarchy, tran-
sylvania was a pluri-ethnic and multi-confessional province. at the turn of the 20th
century, romanians accounted for more than half of its population: their commu-
nities were prevalently agrarian, they had low literacy levels and were politically
underrepresented. the outbreak of the great War, and then the need to support
the war effort for four years, meant a crucial period for the transylvanian romani-
ans, who were now embarking on the path of affirming their national identity. like
in the case of the italians from the trento area (who belonged to the austro-hun-
garian empire until 1918), transylvanian romanians displayed manifold forms and
facets of identity, structured in concentric layers. a first form of identity, detectible
in the case of these ordinary romanians, simple people with poor education, was
family identity. they were, above all, loyal to their family and its members, to whom
they owed allegiance, respect and faith. Next came loyalty towards the neighbors
and the community from which they came. emblematic in this respect are the let-
ters sent home by some of the soldiers from the front lines. in these letters, a spe-
cial place was reserved for their neighbours and relatives, to whom they conveyed
their greetings and their thoughts from the battlefield. a third layer consisted in
the loyalty towards their region; language and the church played a fundamental
role here. above all was loyalty to their homeland and the emperor. as for the latter,
the transylvanian romanians’ identity as loyal imperial subjects had been asserted
for over two centuries. in effect, the great War marked the collapse of this identity
and its replacement with loyalty to the nation. the transfer towards the nation was
therefore accelerated by the war, which put an end to an irreversible process that
had begun a long time before. the political finality of this transfer of loyalty led to
the collapse of the austro-hungarian monarchy and to a decision in favour of the
union of transylvania with romania (1918). 
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FlorIan DumITru soporan

Revolution, War and Restauration: Identity, Loyalty 
and Social Developments in Eastern Europe (1848-1856)

the revolutionary events from 1848-1849 continue to be considered as a turning
point for the european history. the historical writing highlighted their political and
social meaning regarding the relation between power and society and equally the
social and economic developments catalyzed by new ideological reflections. for
the east-european nations the diffusion of the principle of nationality affected the
traditional types of solidarities such as dynastical loyalty or confessional ap-
proaches, but activated equally a harsh competition between this neighbouring
nations. the so-called national problem was instrumental in the survival of the po-
litical project identified with the house of austria and the russian empire’s involve-
ment in the last phase of the domestic conflict from habsburg monarchy illustrates
the potential of modern ideologies and propaganda as instrument of foreign and
domestic policies.

peTer TeIBenBacher

Austrian Demography 1900-1938: Transition, Civil Losses Due to First
World War and Recovery until 1938

this paper focuses on demographic issues in austria in post-war borders, namely
on (1st) transition, ongoing since very last decades of 19th century, on civil losses
due to WW i and spanish flu as associated outcome and finally on some recovery
until ca. 1930. beside fertility, mortality/infant mortality and nuptiality other factors
like illegitimacy and changes in gender and age structures will be considered, on
a provincial level partially. an international comparison with development in
france, germany and sweden should reveal similarities and differences in basic
demographic issues. main questions would address survival of traditional regional
patterns within austria during the war and in post-war period, special effects due
to the war and its impacts on population, rather shortly after the war and rather
intermediate-term during 1920ies. after a strong decrease in fertility and nuptiality
during 1915, rather expectedly of course, during 1916 decline was much weaker
already and came to an end even between 1917 and 1918, another terrific years
of war also, whereas mortality was increasing until 1919, due to spanish flu also.
all in all a striking phenomenon which needs to be discussed particularly.
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lucIan Turcu

About Loyalism, Family, Morality and Faith to the Transylvanian 
Romanians in the First World War

it is well known that not all the territories inhabited by romanians at the time of
outburst of the first world conflagration entered into the conflict at the same time.
as part of the austro-hungarian empire, the provinces of transylvania, banat, mara-
mures, and bukovina, knew the state of war since the outbreak of the hostilities.
this is how these territories inhabited predominantly by romanians have had a
major contribution to supporting the war efforts since its beginning.

any war causes great disturbances in the natural course of a society, affecting
not only the life of the community group, but also the individuals that make up
this group. the departure of the able soldiers on the front implied not only their
exit from the daily routine of their social and economic activities, but also their
separation from the family environment, the marital home, and the sociability cir-
cles specific to each recruit. the war experience on a 1:1 scale meant not only the
separation (in many cases definitive) from the loved ones, physical suffering or
psychological traumas, but it also determined a redesign of the map of human, in-
dividual and collective values alike. about this grid of social and moral values the
present study is meant to analyse, but not in any way, but in the light of the dis-
course that the Church (in its transylvanian duality, orthodox and greek Catholic)
has promoted in the years of the war.

it is known that the two romanian Churches in transylvania contributed over
time to the loyalty of the transylvanian romanians to the house of habsburg.
maintaining this high loyalty towards the Vienna Court was all the more necessary
during the war when the romanians, together with the other peoples of the em-
pire, had to prove their attachment to the homeland and to the throne.
the present study is aiming to analyze the attitude that the hierarchies of the two
romanian Churches in transylvania had at the time of the outburst of the war and
during its unfolding, with the emphasis on the messages transmitted to the pastors
to maintain the enthusiasm of war. it shall not overlook the recommendations of
the high prelates regarding the spouses’ fidelity, social morality, the care for wid-
ows and war orphans, or the strategies concerning new wartime pastoral that am-
plified the religious sentiment, causing a rediscovery of perennial Christian values.
to accomplish our study, we intend to use archival sources, collections of docu-
ments, the press of the time, and the rich bibliography associated with the first
World War.
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anasTasIos zograFos

The Orphans in Greece after a Decade of War: 
Government’s Measures, Civilians’ Role, Hosting Institutions 

and Children’s Adaptation (1912-1925)

from 1912 to 1923, greece had experienced a “long” decade of war which had
changed not only its borders but also the demography of the country. in 1912 and
1913, the two balkan wars marked the beginning of the realization of the greek
great idea. three years later and after a severe political crisis between the greek
prime minister (eleftherios Venizelos) and the King Constantine, greek soldiers
joined the allied forces and participated in the first World War. some months later
and in order to accomplish its great idea, greece has been implicated in a new war
in asia minor against mustafa Kemal’s forces. 

at the end of this decade of war (1912-1923) and especially due to the rough
end of the greek campaign in asia minor, the entire country was plunged into
mourning. in fact, because of the wars and the violence against the civilians during
a “long” decade, almost every greek family had lost at least one of its members
(soldier or even civilian). in this context, the greek government had to deal not
only with the refugees and the public health but also with thousands of orphans.
these kids, having lost their fathers in the battlefields or even both of their parents,
had to find protection in the “hug” of greece. 

therefore, which were the politics of greece towards the orphans of the war
decade 1912-1923? What about the role of the civilians and communities in order
to face this crisis? in which institutions had these orphans been hosted and what
about their adaptation? 
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2.

1. babeş-bolyai university, 1 mihail Kogălniceanu st. 
2. institute of history, 11 Napoca st.
3. piramida restaurant 1 emmanuel de martonne st.

2.

1. parc restaurant – Complexul sportiv ,,prof. univ. dr. iuliu hațieganu” 
2. universitas hotel, Complexul sportiv ,,prof. univ. dr. iuliu hațieganu” 
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